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Inspired by true events that included a run in with a tiger.

TOSSUP 1
In a TV movie, this character drives a DeLorean to a public concert, where a police officer uses him
to try to get one of that concert’s performers in prison. On one show, a principal considers calling
this character to get rid of the body of the robber she beat up, only to notice that the body
disappeared. In the first scene that this character appears in, he sarcastically tells a customer there
is no better use of his time “with all the pain, hunger, and disease in the world” when asked to fix a
(*) broken cup holder. During a storm, this character forces Craig to use a hand crank to power a small
television playing Dora the Explorer. On Monday, this character’s “bad day,” this character swings around
contraptions on both hands while screaming “cock-a-doodle-doo, the cow says moo.” For 10 points, name
this movie theatre attendant played by Jerry Trainor on Drake & Josh.
ANSWER: Crazy Steve (accept “Steven William Upshaw”) <MC> <TV>

BONUS 1
Sad movie moments part 2: more movies, more tears. For 10 points each,

A. In the final scene of Dead Poets Society, the students stand up on their desks and recite this line
from a Walt Whitman poem to Mr. Keating.

ANSWER: O captain, my captain
B. In the film Coco, Miguel sings this song to his great grandmother to prevent Hector from fading

away.
ANSWER: Remember Me

C. The ending of The Green Mile is a sure tearjerker when this character is executed.
ANSWER: John Coffey <JA> <Movies>

TOSSUP 2
This movie character is described by one of her friends as “one of those people who dot their i’s
with little hearts,” which she refutes by asserting that she has a dark side. After describing their
road trip plans, this character is offered grapes, which she rejects since she doesn’t like to eat
between meals. In an argument in which this character asks which one of them is the dog, this
character slaps her friend after exclaiming, (*) “What are you saying, you took pity on me?!” At the
end of the film, this character who plans to leave behind her married friends Marie and Jess minutes
before New Years. An old woman remarks to a waiter, “I’ll have what she’s having,” after hearing this
character faking sexual enjoyment in Katz’s Delicatessen. For 10 points, name this character played by
Meg Ryan in the Rob Reiner film When Harry Met [this character].
ANSWER: Sally Albright (accept either underlined part) <MC> <Movies>



BONUS 2
For 10 points each, answer these questions about Undertale.

A. After dying and becoming soulless, Asriel Dreemurr becomes known as this antagonist.
ANSWER: Flowey

B. Flowey’s philosophy of “kill or be killed” is shown when he throws these objects at the
protagonist. Despite their name, these objects are actually harmful bullets.

ANSWER: friendliness pellets
C. Flowey is the antagonist of all of Undertale’s routes except this route where he is considered to be

a deuteragonist.
ANSWER: Genocide <JC> <Video Games>

TOSSUP 3
At an awards night in 2010, this person debuted a pink miniskirt with supposedly “a thousand
Swarovski diamonds” from her short-lived fashion line Filthy Couture. This person won the third
season of Worst Cooks in America. On one edition of Marriage Boot Camp, the puppets Mrs. Clam
and Mr. Sausage were used in a marriage counseling session between this person and her
then-husband (*) Roger Matthews. This mother of two stars in a YouTube series subtitled Moms with
Attitude. This person waters a bar down with a soda fountain after peeing behind it at a club. This person
receives a call from Sammi after the latter finds an anonymous note listing accusations of Ronnie cheating
“at bed” and “at klutch.” For 10 points, name this romantic interest of Pauly D who is also Snooki’s best
friend in Jersey Shore.
ANSWER: JWoww (accept “Jennifer Lynn Farley” or “Jenni Farley”) <MC> <TV>

BONUS 3
This singer-songwriter wrote the lyrics to a Christmas album voiced by Art Garfunkel and Amy Lee
Grant that takes the perspective of the animals present at the Nativity. For ten points:

A. Name this singer and songwriter of “Wichita Lineman” and “MacArthur Park,” the latter of
which was covered by Donna Summer and Richard Harris and referenced by his memoir Cake in
the Rain.

ANSWER: Jimmy Webb
B. Webb frequently wrote songs for this artist who is better known for her country pop hit “Blue

Bayou”. Her Canciones De Mi Padre is the best-selling non-English language album in the
history of American music.

ANSWER: Linda Ronstadt
C. A sailor, a dam builder, and a starship pilot take three of the four parts of this

reincarnation-themed song by Webb. A genderbent version of this song cleverly names a
supergroup which includes Maren Morris and Brandi Carlile.

ANSWER: “Highwayman” <MC> <Music>



TOSSUP 4
According to one legend the goalkeeper for the losing team at this event’s final match received the
old wooden goalposts from that match, which he promptly burned. A forward from this event’s
winning team, Julio Perez, nervously wet himself during the national anthem. Joe Gaetjens scored
the only goal in an upset victory against a team that included Billy Wright and Stanley Matthews;
that match was between the (*) US and the UK. In this event’s final match dubbed the Maracanazo,
Moacir Barbosa failed to defend Alcides Ghiggia’s tie-breaking goal. At this event, Uruguay scored 2-1,
an upset victory against the home team, Brazil. For 10 points, name this international FIFA event whose
previous two iterations were cancelled due to WWII.
ANSWER: the 1950 World Cup (prompt on “World Cup” or things like “Brazil’s World Cup” with “in
what year?”) <MC> <Sports>

BONUS 4
Hamilton isn’t the only musical to be inspired by history. For 10 points each,

A. This actor portrayed John Adams in the original Broadway production of 1776, a musical that
follows Adams as he persuades members of the Second Continental Congress to declare
independence.

ANSWER: William Daniels
B. Andrew Lloyd Webber’s musical Evita tells the story of a First Lady of this country.

ANSWER: Argentina
C. In one song from the Stephen Sondheim musical Assassins, this killer of President William

McKinley is said to be a “working man, born in the middle of Michigan, woke with a thought,
and away he ran to the Pan-American Exposition in Buffalo.”

ANSWER: Leon Czolgosz [CHOW-gosh] <JA> <Theatre>

TOSSUP 5
In one scene, an old man in this location ululates, says “Hallelujah”, and then serves coffee to
another character. In another scene, a person associated with this location gives the good news that
the “gum you like is going to come back in style”. People can enter this location during the
conjunction of Jupiter and Saturn by walking into a black pool in a circle of (*) sycamore trees. The
end of a hallway in this location contains a Venus de Milo; this location’s waiting room includes several
lamps and black armchairs. In this location, Laura Palmer tells Dale Cooper that she will see him in 25
years. Scarlet curtains and a black-and-white zigzag floor pattern appear in, for ten points, what
otherworldly location in David Lynch’s Twin Peaks?
ANSWER: the Red Room (accept “the Black Lodge”, which contains the Red Room) <JP> <TV>

BONUS 5
This literary character is regarded as a symbol of Polish “neo-liberal anti politics” and because of his
white hair and skin, is known as “the White Wolf.” For 10 points each,

A. Name this title character of The Witcher series.
Answer: Geralt of Rivia

B. This Polish author penned The Witcher literary series that started with The Last Wish.



Answer: Andrzej Sapkowski
C. As well as being adapted to video games, The Witcher has also recently been adapted to

television by Netflix. In that television series, Geralt of Rivia is portrayed by this British actor.
Answer: Henry Cavill <JA> <Trash Lit>

TOSSUP 6
One video claiming to show how to make one of these foods at home reveals that one ingredient is
Friskies cat food and another ingredient is a “composite cardboard substance”. Having received
backlash for working for his parents for free, TikTok content creator Milad Mirg films himself
preparing this food. South Park parodied one person associated with this food in an episode in
which his character announced he (*) lost weight thanks to this food and his aides; that person was
sex-trafficker Jared Fogle. In 2013, a company was guilty of false advertisement after selling only
eleven-inches of this food item, examples of which include Spicy Italian and Meatball Marinara. For 10
points, name this main food sold by a fast-food company with a green-and-yellow logo, a five-dollar
product named for its length.
ANSWER: Subway footlong (accept equivalent variations like “footlongs from Subway”; prompt on
“sandwiches” with “From what restaurant chain?” until mentioned; prompt on “Subway” by asking
“What food from Subway?”) <MC> <Misc>

BONUS 6
For 10 points each, answer these questions about controversial Madame Tussauds wax figures.

A. At the Berlin museum in 2008, a man ripped this body part off a newly unveiled wax figure of
Adolf Hitler.

ANSWER: head
B. Note to players: Two answers required. In 2020, wax figures of these two people were rather

condescendingly moved to the “awards party zone” from the royal family section to reflect this
couple’s “move from Frogmore to Hollywood.”

ANSWER: Prince Harry AND Meghan Markle (prompt on partial answers)
C. Nicki Minaj’s wax figure was also a subject of controversy since it displayed the rapper on her

hands and knees as she was seen in the music video for this 2014 song.
ANSWER: Anaconda <JA> <Misc>

TOSSUP 7
After being called a homophobic slur, a character in this film breaks a yardstick over his bully’s
head. Before killing Craig, the protagonist of this film implores to buy a gun because he’s “a soldier.
[He] likes guns.” A mix CD playing over the loudspeakers of a school signifies the presence of a
character that plans to kill Luke and Anna. To deal with bullies, Luke receives a butterfly knife
which he later uses to kill (*) David at the end of this film. During that scene, David tells Luke he did
the right thing and gives him a thumbs up, but David is later seen in a firefighter’s suit, having seemingly



survived. In the opening of this film, David is introduced as a friend of the Petersons’ eldest son who had
previously died at war. For 10 points, name this 2014 film directed by Adam Wingard.
ANSWER: The Guest <JA> <Movies>

BONUS 7
Hollywood sure does love itself, but you know what’s a niche genre that Hollywood loves too? Movies
about the making of other movies. For 10 points each,

A. Saving Mr. Banks follows the power struggle between Walt Disney and this author in the making
of Mary Poppins.

ANSWER: P.L. Travers
B. A 2020 movie directed by this filmmaker recounts Herman Mankeweicz as he writes the

screenplay for Citizen Kane.
ANSWER: David Fincher

C. The film Shadow of the Vampire dramatizes the filming of this 1922 German film.
ANSWER: Nosferatu <JA> Movies>

TOSSUP 8
In one MS-DOS [em-ess-dawss] platformer, the antagonist steals a golden object which an
anthropomorphic one of these animals named Prince Drake must rescue in order to restore his
parents’ kingdom. In Pokemon Diamond and Pearl, in order to move north on Route 210, the player
must give Cynthia’s Secret Potion to a Pokemon based on this animal. In The Legend of Zelda: A
Link to the Past, when Link plays the flute in one part of (*) Kakariko Village, the weathercock turns
into one of these animals, which Link can use to fly across the Light Realm. Another character based on
this animal summons the Zettaflare against Terra-Xenahort; that animal-based character is the Royal
Magician of Disney Castle. Players used the Zapper gun to shoot, for ten points, what animal in the NES
game titled [this animal] Hunt?
ANSWER: duck (accept “maillard” or other types of ducks; prompt on “bird”; do not prompt or accept
answers that are birds that are not ducks) <MC> <Video Games>

BONUS 8
One television show on this network follows the professional careers of Mariana and Callie Adams
Foster, a spinoff of another show about a diverse family of adopted, biological, and foster siblings. For 10
points each,

A. Name this television network, home of shows like The Fosters and Good Trouble.
ANSWER: Freeform (prompt on ABC Family)

B. Despite Freeform’s liberal leanings, the network airs this long-running socially conservative
program by the Christian Broadcasting Network.

ANSWER: The 700 Club
C. One of the former programming blocks that Freeform aired was called “That’s So Throwback”

where they aired reruns of shows from this network. Reruns from this network included Even
Stevens, Kim Possible, and Hannah Montana.

ANSWER: Disney Channel <JA> <TV>



TOSSUP 9
In a song named for this city, St. Vincent sings about the only person in this city who can handle
her. Bruce Springsteen’s longest song is a ten-minute “serenade” about this city. The Strokes sang
that the cops in this city “ain’t too smart,” though the song containing that lyric was taken off the
U.S. release of Is This It. Ironically, the Strokes were at the forefront of this city’s music scene in the
early 2000’s, and their latest album contains an “ode” to this city’s baseball team. James Murphy of
LCD Soundsystem loves this city, even though it’s (*) bringing him down. Billy Joel and Alicia Keys
have both sung about this city’s “state of mind.” For 10 points, name this city, whose famous music
venues include Radio City Music Hall and Madison Square Garden.
ANSWER: New York (prompt on “Manhattan” or other locations within New York) <JP> <Music>

BONUS 9
Art Unger, the editor of the magazine Datebook, captioned a cover concerning this statement with “John
Lennon sights controversy and sets sail directly toward it. That’s the way he likes to live!” For 10 points
each,

A. Identify this statement in which John Lennon compared the success of The Beatles to a biblical
figure. This 1966 statement caused many Christian Americans to destroy their Beatles albums and
merchandise.

ANSWER: We’re bigger than Jesus (Accept “more popular” in place of “bigger”)
B. That statement happened to coincide with the release of this Beatles album. This album’s cover

art was designed by Klaus Voorman and is a mix of drawings and collages of the four Beatles.
ANSWER: Revolver

C. Prior to the “bigger than Jesus” statement in March 1966, the band was also the center of
controversy with the release of the album Yesterday and Today in North America. The album
cover showed the band members dressed in white coats draped with pieces of raw meat and these
objects.

ANSWER: decapitated baby dolls <JA> <Music>

TOSSUP 10
An eclectic award-winning band from this country was named for the perineum as a reference to a
Michel Houellebecq [mee-SHELL WELL-bek] novel; that band is Monsieur Periné. In 1995, Bon Jovi
cancelled their performance in this country’s capital after a former politician was assassinated
there earlier that day; the opening band to that concert would have been Ekhymosis, led by Juanes.
In 2020, Pitbull trademarked his grito sound clip partly due to a very similar sound on (*) “Mi
Gente,” a track by a performer from this country. Tainy as well as an artist from this country riffs off a
flute motif on the track “Agua” in the Nickelodeon film subtitled Sponge on the Run. Wyclef Jean
remarks that he never knew the lead artist “could dance like this” before she remarks that she’s been “on
tonight, you know my hips don’t lie.” For 10 points, name this country home to J Balvin and Shakira.
ANSWER: Columbia <MC> <Music>



BONUS 10
The internet is a place for cringe. For 10 points each,

A. Name this yellow fictional species from the Despicable Me franchise that have been the subject of
many memes typically shared by moms.

ANSWER: minions
B. During the beginning of the covid pandemic, several celebrities including Gal Gadot, Mark

Ruffalo, and Sia were called “peak cringe” for putting a video together of them singing this song.
ANSWER: Imagine

C. Note to players: Trigger warning - mention of suicide. One of these internet famous brothers
controversially filmed dead bodies of people who have committed suicide while the other was
allegedly fired from Disney Channel for his bad behavior. Name these brothers known for their
prank videos.

ANSWER: Logan and Jake Paul or the Paul brothers <JA> <Internet>

TOSSUP 11
One character from this location uses a poison blowgun to kill an opponent, but later dies by candy
pink birds that skewer her throat. Another character from this location charms a group of snakes
by singing and uses them to kill Treech. The Hob in this location was once a regular performing
place for a group of singers called the Covey. An area in this location borders a forest separated by
an (*) electric fence. That area, The Seam, is home to Rory, Vick, and Posy Hawthorne. At the end of one
novel, the protagonist awakes to be told that this location has been destroyed by the Capitol. A prominent
character from this location poses as star crossed lovers with Peeta Mellark and serves as the
“Mockingjay,” a symbol of rebellion. For 10 points, name this location, home to Katniss Everdeen.
Answer: District 12 (prompt on “Panem”)  <JA> <Trash Lit>

BONUS 11
Due to a low budget caused by the pandemic, the music video to this artist’s “Love in my Pocket” consists
of dynamic shots of him walking on a normal treadmill and posing in front of a green screen. For 10
points each,

A. Name this Indonesian artist of “Dat $tick” who was featured in 88rising’s “Midsummer Madness”
along with AUGUST 08, Higher Brothers, and Joji.

ANSWER: Rich Brian (accept “Brian Imanuel Soewarno” or “Rich Chigga”)
B. In 2020, this artist’s track “A Lot” off his album I Am Greater than I Was won the Grammy for

Best Rap Song. In 2019, this London-born artist was arrested by ICE for overstaying his visa.
ANSWER: 21 Savage

C. Rich Brian and 21 Savage rose to prominence on this music-streaming platform with a
slant-rhyming name. This platform’s emo rap and mumble rap scenes produced the late
XXXTentacion.

ANSWER: SoundCloud <MC> <Music>



TOSSUP 12
One person who names a song on this album meets its songwriter as a large fire goes off in a
Maltese restaurant. In one song in this album, a person who marries an ice skater and buys her a
laundry machine and a percolator believes all romantics end up “boring someone in some dark
cafe.” In another song which themes on Jingle Bells, one person in this album is like “blood in my
holy wine” to another who says “love is (*) touching souls;” that song features an Appalachian
dulcimer. The title track of this album presents “a foggy lullaby” to someone after echoing the phrase
“lots of laughs” and compares songs to tattoos. For 10 points, name this Joni Mitchell album with the
songs “All I Want” and “A Case of You” named for the color associated with sadness.
ANSWER: Blue <MC> <Music>

BONUS 12
With 2020’s New Mutants, the X-Men franchise concluded after 20 years and what a strange ride it’s
been. For 10 points each, answer the following about the X-Men film franchise’s wacky timeline.

A. Despite these objects being cut off by Yashida in 2013’s The Wolverine, they appear metallic and
intact in the future scenes of 2014’s Days of Future Past.

ANSWER: Wolverine’s claws
B. In X-Men Origins: Wolverine, a teenaged version of this character seemingly makes her first

appearance at Stryker’s facility, but she doesn’t seem to have her telepathic abilities. This
character later appears in 2011’s X-Men: First Class as an adult with the ability to turn her skin to
diamond and telepathy despite that film taking place decades before X Men: Origins.

ANSWER: Emma Frost
C. In this film, Jean Grey apparently sacrifices herself to defeat the D’Bari in the 1990s, but Grey

contradictorily appears in the end scene of X-Men: Days of Future Past that takes place in 2023.
This 2019 film was the last main installment in the X-Men film series before the Fox-Disney
merger.

ANSWER: Dark Phoenix <JA> <Movies>

TOSSUP 13
This sequence was not storyboarded as the director wanted spontaneous reactions to “inspire [him]
as to where to put the camera.” The graphic violence depicted in this scene was present because the
director “demand[ed] the audience to be participants” in the horror. Along with amputee actors,
this scene employed the Irish Reserve Defense Forces as extras. After filming waves crashing during
this sequence, the camera cuts to a man drinking out of a (*) canteen while shaking. In one part of this
sequence, a man is seen mouthing “what the hell do we do now, sir?” to John H. Miller. Stanley Mellish
sobs in this sequence after receiving a Hitler Youth knife from Adrain Caparzo while Horvath collects dirt
into a jar labelled “France.” The last image in this scene is that of a killed soldier with a backpack reading
“S. Ryan.” For 10 points, name this notable scene from a 1998 Spielberg film.
ANSWER: Saving Private Ryan D-Day scene (accept “storming of Omaha Beach” in place of “D-Day”)
<JA> <Movies>



BONUS 13
The decision to use live owls during performances of this play was promptly abandoned after the
premiere after the owls proved to be unable to do what they were supposed to do. For 10 points,

A. Name this 2016 two part play in which Albus and Scorpius accidentally travel back in time.
ANSWER: Harry Potter and the Cursed Child

B. Along with J.K. Rowling and John Tiffany, this man developed the story for Cursed Child as well
as wrote the stage script.

ANSWER: Jack Thorne
C. In addition to other nonsensical plot points in the play, this character has been heavily criticized

by fans for having a cliche backstory and overall opening a dumb plot point. This daughter of
Voldemort posed as Cedric Diggory’s cousin and stole a Time-Turner in an attempt to restore an
alternate timeline where Voldemort won.

ANSWER: Delphi Riddle/Diggory <JA> <Theatre>

TOSSUP 14
One expansion for this game introduces the gold river terrain and includes scenarios like The Five
Islands and The Great Crossing. The Cities & Knights expansion for this game introduces
barbarian attacks and metropolises. In the 2007 edition of this game, soldier development cards
were renamed as knights. That expansion for this game replaces Development Cards with Progress
Cards and adds The Merchant which moves similarly to The (*) Robber but has a beneficial effect.
Players who use the most knights in this German style board game receive the “largest army” card which
grants two victory points. In this game designed by Klaus Teber, wool, grain, lumber, brick, and ore are
resources used to build settlements, cities, and roads. For 10 points, name this strategic game with
hexagonal tiles.
ANSWER: Settlers of Catan <JA> <Misc>

BONUS 14
In one musical drama produced by this person, a fictional female rock band performed original songs that
would be collected into a UK Chart-topping soundtrack album. For 10 points each:

A. Name this producer of the BBC shows Rock Follies, Minder, and a certain BBC drama created by
Sidney Newman.

ANSWER: Verity Lambert
B. Verity Lambert was the first producer of this show whose antagonists include Cybermen and

Daleks. Jodie Whittaker plays the thirteenth incarnation of this show’s main character.
ANSWER: Dr. Who

C. This character played by Alan Davies titles a mystery crime drama also produced by Lambert. In
the first series, this magic trick designer lived in a windmill and famously wore a duffel coat.

ANSWER: Jonathan Creek (accept either underlined portion) <MC> <TV>

TOSSUP 15



In December 2018, Acai, a noted Guitar Hero player, uploaded a video of himself playing a perfect
song on Clone Hero, where the music was just a spoken word video by this person. On TikTok, this
person originated the viral voice that shouts “damn boy, damn boy, he thicc boy!!” This person
pulls a lever labeled “BRUH MOMENT,” causing four people in Humvees to leave Area 51 in one
music video by Lil Nas X. In one video, a character played by this person dances in place and
chants (*) “Will you review my mixtape?” in reference to his New CALassic; that character with a fake
moustache is Cal Chuchesta. This person frequently puns on his first and last name in Album Reviews on
his most subscribed YouTube channel. For 10 points, name this online music critic and host of The
Needle Drop, the internet’s busiest music nerd.
ANSWER: Anthony Fantano (accept “The Needle Drop” until mentioned) <MC> <Internet>

BONUS 15
Then-CEO of ABC Fred Silverman once compared this show’s class-based satire to that of Moliere’s
plays. For 10 points each:

A. Name this spinoff of Happy Days whose intro in the first five seasons includes a Yiddish chant. In
this show, automation replaces the title bottle-cappers at their factory, causing them to move to
Burbank at the start of the sixth season.

ANSWER: Laverne & Shirley
B. This Laverne & Shirley actor played Lenny, one of the title duo’s notable neighbors. This actor

would later play Chuck McGill, a lawyer claiming to have electromagnetic sensitivity on Better
Call Saul.

ANSWER: Michael McKean
C. Penny Marshall, who played Laverne, also played a waitress in an episode of this show. Jack

Albertson and Freddie Prinze played the title pair of local shop workers in a Mexican-American
neighborhood in this show.

ANSWER: Chico and the Man <MC> <TV>

TOSSUP 16
The swung drum break after some refrains in this song was created as a mistake while using a
drum machine for another song in the same album. In the music video to this song, one person
remarks that his friend should slow down, about which another says, “Yeah, she can’t be illin’.
Fellas, we outta be chillin!”; in that music video for this song, the singer asks “Are we ready?” after
showing off (*) her key-shaped earring while perched on a trapeze. In the verse in this song in which she
doesn’t “wanna to rule the world,” she offers to “lead you on this dance.” Before confessing to letting her
mother mould her, the singer of this song admits that when she was seventeen “I did what people told
me.” For 10 points, name this opening track to a 1986 Janet Jackson album of the same title.
ANSWER: “Control” <MC> <Music>

BONUS 16
In this film, Greta Gerwig portrays a photographer who is diagnosed with cervical cancer caused by her
mother’s use of DES. For 10 points each,



A. Name this 2016 film about a teenage boy and the women who help raise him in 1979 Southern
California.

ANSWER: 20th Century Women
B. 20th Century Women was written and directed by this filmmaker who also directed Tilda

Swintona and Keanu Reeves in 2005’s Thumbsucker.
ANSWER: Mike Mills

C. Mills has said that 20th Century Women is a semi autobiographical film about his relationship
with his mother while this film focuses on the relationship between Mills and his father. This
2010 film starring Ewan McGregor and Christopher Plummer details an adult man who discovers
that his terminally ill father is gay.

ANSWER: Beginners <JA> <Movies>

TOSSUP 17
In one musical, Herbert’s father is killed while the protagonist and a character who sang
“Whatever Happened to My Part?” do this action. In another musical, one character reads a
medical book and surmises that her cold is caused by having not done this action. That character
later does this action with Nathan at the end of (*) Guys and Dolls. Two characters ultimately don’t do
this action which leads Donna to do this action with Sam Carmichael. In a 1970 musical, the protagonist
is told that he can’t do this action with some body, “it has to be some body.” In that same musical, this
action is described as a “pinnacle of life” as Paul promises to give Amy “the rest of [his] life.” For 10
points, name this action that Amy from the musical Company is not doing today.
ANSWER: getting married (accept getting wed) <JC> <Theatre>

BONUS 17
The 2007-08 New York Giants won the Super Bowl, but their roster did not remain intact for long. For 10
points each, identify these players who left the team soon after the Super Bowl.

A. He caught the game winning touchdown in the Super Bowl, but was cut from the team next year
after accidentally shooting himself in the leg at an NYC nightclub.

ANSWER: Plaxico Burress
B. This player was also cut by the Giants just one year after famously catching a Super Bowl pass by

pinning the ball to his helmet.
ANSWER: David Tyree

C. He retired just months after the Super Bowl as the team’s all-time sack leader, and went on to host
Live! and Good Morning America

ANSWER: Michael Strahan <JP> <Sports>

TOSSUP 18
In an effort to save their bankrupt school, characters in a 2017 film try to sell rare kinds of this
object. In the romantic movie Dear John, the title character says that the first thing he thought
about after getting shot while in the military was these objects. In that same film, John sells his late



father’s collection of these objects to fund Tim’s cancer treatment. In a 1939 film, Hubert Hopper
decides to send Jefferson Smith to replace Sam Foley after this object lands on its (*) side. In a 2019
film, a flip of this object transitions to a scene in which a Go board is flipped over. The life of a In a 2008
film, one side of this object is burnt which reflects the injury of Harvey Dent. For 10 points, name this
currency related object that Anton Chigurh uses to decide someone’s fate.
ANSWER: coin(s) <JA> <Movies>

BONUS 18
For 10 points each, answer these questions about this year’s strange financial events.

A. MGM and Netflix are among the corporations looking to profit off their own film versions of the
short squeeze of this company’s stock that was mobilized by Redditors on r/wallstreetbets.

ANSWER: Gamestop
B. In 2014, the Jamaican bobsled team was able to afford to go to the Winter Olympics partly by

crowdfunding through this cryptocurrency which has been subject to market manipulation by a
certain CEO.

ANSWER: Dogecoin
C. The shareholding group Hometown International based in this city attracted interest after the

market cap of a suburban New Jersey deli reached $100 million, even though the humble
establishment only earned $37,000 in the last two years.

ANSWER: Macao <MC> <Misc>

TOSSUP 19
In response to a peasant uprising in this city, an elite police force was established to protect this
city’s cultural heritage. While pickpocketing in this city, Kai is abducted by this city’s monarch to
be put in a military regiment. That monarch whose seat is in this city is assassinated via
asphyxiation after being told that “freedom is just as essential as air.” A military general attempted
to besiege this city but abandoned the siege after the death of his (*) son. That character later liberates
this city with the Order of the White Lotus. Jet is abducted and brainwashed at Lake Laogai to uphold the
power of the Grand Secretariat in this city. Long Feng hid the existence of the Hundred Year War within
this city’s inner wall with the use of Joo Dee and the Dai Li. For 10 points, name this capital of the Earth
Kingdom.
Answer: Ba Sing Se <JA> <TV>

BONUS 19
This location seems to have healing properties since the paralyzed John Locke is suddenly able to walk
after arriving at this location. For 10 points each,

A. Name this place where Oceanic Flight 815 crashed onto in 2004.
ANSWER: The island from Lost (accept obvious equivalents)

B. The island has been a base for this fictional research project that is named for a sanskrit term.
ANSWER: Dharma Initiative

C. The island also appears to be able to be moved through time and space as seen in the season 5
finale when this character rotates a frozen wheel and subsequently moves the island.



Answer: Ben Linus <JA> <TV>

TOSSUP 20
Note to players: Description acceptable. While performing this action, GoldVision concludes that an
unnamed deliveryman is a non-human entity when he makes U-turns at the end of the map. Grunts
and gates are the only two objects in the map when a player takes this action in the second
Geometry Wars game. One way to perform this action in Metal Gear Solid 3: Snake Eater when
fighting the End involves disconnecting from the Internet and (*) changing the time on the console.
Doubleagent performs this action as a pandaren by collecting flowers in the Wandering Isle. Performing
this action in Postal 2 leads to the endgame rank “Thank you for playing, JESUS.” In some Undertale
runs, Flowey can hint the player at doing, for 10 points, what action after reloading, which involves
“sparing” enemies?
ANSWER: playing the game as a pacifist (accept any similar phrase like “causing as little damage as
possible”; or similar phrases until the last sentence; do not accept or prompt on “not killing anyone” or
other similar phrases) <MC> <Video Games>

BONUS 20
Wanda Jackson, the “Queen of [this genre]”, did a cover of “Fujiyama Mama” that would top the chart in
Japan for several months. For ten points:

A. Name this genre characterized by lead guitar twangs and a vocal echo that combines rock and
“hillbilly” country. Famous performers in this genre include Ricky Nelson and Bill Haley.

ANSWER: rockabilly
B. This social progressive was the producer to rockabilly artists such as Elvis Prestley, Roy Orbison,

and Jerry Lee Lewis, which would become part of the Million Dollar Quartet.
ANSWER: Sam Philips

C. This  “King of Rockabilly” is most famous for originating the record “Blue Suede Shoes”. This
person’s song “Matchbox” borrows lyrically from Blind Lemon Jefferson’s “Match Box Blues”.

ANSWER: Carl Perkins <MC> <Music>


